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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Home Room

The modern secondary school is situated in a world of

changing social and economic conditions. These conditions

have placed a burden on the high school that has chal-

lenged the traditional selectivity of its curriculum and

organization.

School enrollment has grown until approximately
1

seventy percent of American youth of high-school age are

now attending educational institutions. This influx of

students has called for adjustment of school organization.

They come from different environments, from parents of

different economic levels, and from homes of various

racial groups. They have a varied degree of intelligence

ana a variety of objectives, only a few are interested in

education beyond the secondary level. To this group the

modern high school must fit itself and overcome malad-

justments of the individual to his educational and social

life.

The school can no longer be satisfied with developing

1. Cox, P. W. L., and Langfitt, R. E. High School
Administration and Supervision, p. 7.
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only the intellectual side of the pupil but must turn out

a student qualified to take his place in society. The

conception of education solely as a mental process is not

sufficient. The individual passes through many different

phases of experience and must be educated for them all.

He must be headed in the direction of usefulness as a

citizen by shifting educational emphasis from the curric-

ulum to the individual.

The home room with its main emphasis on education

of the student rather than on presentation of subject

matters, finds a place for adjusting the student to his

contemporary civilization. His activities, experiences,

and interests compose the curriculum, and all courses,

subjects, and information are justifiable only if they

contribute directly and definitely to his development.

The Home Room Defined: The home room presents a

variety of practices but for all purposes the following

definition as given by Wright seems to fit the home room

of a majority of secondary schools.

"The home room is the pupil's school home.
It is the unit for the organization of pupil
participation in the activities of the school.
It is a small unit where the pupil has an
opportunity to take an active part in the
management of the group to which he belongs.
The present organization is a recognition of
the need of pupil encouragement ana guidance
in the problems peculiar to the adolescent
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age and for which no other phase of the school
adequately provides." 2

Philosophy of the Home Room: Each of the curricular

offerings of the school has been evolved from a philos-

ophy that places that particular offering in its proper

place among the functions of the school. The home-room

program should likewise result from a basic philosophy

as a background for building the objectives and practices

vital to its success. Wright gives the following five

points as a philosophy upon which the home-room program

may be built.

1. "Pupil-teacher relationships are better
established in the home room than in any
other group. In the home-room atmosphere
the teacher is able to develop a relationship
between herself and the pupil which probably
cannot be easily duplicated.

2. "In the home room, pupils have an oppor-
tunity to learn worthwhile things not in-
cluded in curricular subjects, and therefore
very unlikely to be found in any other unit
of instruction given by the school.

3. "The home room probably affords the best
opportunity for carrying out guidance in all
its particulars. As a more or less conse-
quence of proper guidance, the home room
becomes a valuable agency in educating for
citizenship.

4. "The home room affords the best opportu-
nity for developing desirable social attri-
butes so valuable to successful and happy
citizenship. Through participation in the
actual social experiences connected with the

2. Wright, J. C. Home-Room Programs for Four Year High
Schools, p. 1.
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home room these social qualities emerge in
a natural manner.

5.	 "The home-room organization serves as an
administrative device for organizing drives,
making announcements, and gathering various
items of child accounting. In short the
home room expedites the routine administra-
tion of the school." 3

Purposes of the Home Room: The main purposes or

objectives of the home-room program may be given as:

(1) To develop desirable pupil-teacher relationships;

(2) To guide the pupil; (3) To develop desirable

ideals and habits of citizenship; and, (4) To expedite

the handling of administrative routine.

Departmentalization of school subjects has brought

about lack of personal knowledge by the teacher of pupils

enrolled in the classes taught. The large number of

students faced during a single day makes it virtually

impossible for teachers to understand their various

natures. Regular classwork with its basis of instructor

and student often precludes understanding through the

formality of procedure. The teacher is held responsible

for pupil success in subject matter and emphasis is

consequently placed on the subject rather than the

individual. In the home room the teacher meets a smaller

number of pupils and because of the informal nature of

3. Wright, J. C., op. cit., Preface p. III.
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the program a more intimate relationship is achieved.

The teacher becomes acquainted with each student's

characteristics and in return the student learns to

know the teacher as an individual not a task master.

The teacher's influence over the student can become more

effective due to increased intimacy.

The second objective of the home room is to guide

the pupil. The school is becoming increasingly aware of

the necessity for pupil guidance. The following

quotation from Douglass will indicate how fundamental

complete guidance is to a proper concept of education

"True guidance, however, means more than
assistance to pupils in solving their vocational
problems or planning their school careers. It
Is more than a program of testing and adminis-
trative manipulation of groups of pupils; it is
an educational philosophy which permeates the
very fabric of the school. Guidance is based,
on the one hand, upon the abilities and needs of
individual pupils; on the other, upon the
activities in which they engage as children or
will engage as adults. It envolves discovery
of individual capacities and interests, and
adaption of school facilities so that these
capacities and interest may be developed to the
advantage of the individual and society." 4

Intimate contacts of the home room offer an opportu-

nity for guiding the pupil, since his interests and needs

concern this organization. Values of education through

school opportunities will show him the need for continuing

4. Douglass, H. R. Secondary Education, p. 255.
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his education thus establishing him in the proper place

as a cooperating member of society. The increased

interest in vocational guidance has placed on the schools

the necessity of preparing occupational information which

can be furnished most logically through the medium of the

home room. The adviser should be supervised in vocational

guidance by some person trained in guidance techniques.

The third purpose of the home room is to develop

desirable ideals and habits of citizenship. The student

must be trained to become a valuable and cooperating

member of society. The home room presents opportunities

for building these ideals and traits through the natural

setting that concern the pupil's own interests and

activities.

The efficient handling of administrative routine is

the fourth purpose of home-room organization. Here there

Is no interference with curricular activity and the small

group presents an opportunity for discussion and complete

understanding of school matters.

Orientation of the Study

Many of our secondary schools accept the home room

as an integral part of modern high school organization.

School administrators in these institutions feel that the

home-room program is vital to the success of their school

and set aside definite periods to be used for home-room
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activities. The home room has resulted from an attempt to

bring the student closer to some teacher in the school so

that the individual can have some one on the school staff

well enough acquainted with him to act as his adviser

during his school life. Subject matter specialization in

the high school curriculum has led to a minimum pupil-

teacher relationship and the home room has been devised as

a remedy for this situation.

Principals have also felt the home room advisable as

a plan through which the administrative routine could be

conducted with a minimum of interference with the regular

school activities. Here bulletins from the office could

be read, pupil attendance checked, registration of pupils

conducted, and administrative regulations discussed by the

student and teacher. The home room has also been found a

convenient place to boost school plays, athletic events

and other outside school activities.

Home rooms in other schools have been used as a

period to instruct pupils in many things that could not

find a ready place in the regular school subjects. The

home room has presented a variety of material to students

on vocations and pupil problems.

Schools have also used the home room as a base for

building the extra-curricular program. The home-room

period presented a time for club meetings, assemblies,
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and the intramural program that did not break in to

regular class work and still offered a maximum of teacher

control.

To accomplish these diverse purposes the home room

presents an altered appearance in the different schools.

The number of minutes per day and week, the number of

meetings, and the activities conducted present a varied

picture in the secondary schools. Principals have a

divergence of opinion on the objectives and possibilities

of the home-room program and have planned their program

to accomplish the purposes peculiar to their own situation

and ideas. Many believe the home room to be a successful

agency in the school, others believe it to be of value

but difficult to operate, while others as strongly believe

the home-room plan is a complete failure to all practical

purposes.

There has been no study of the home room as it

functions in Arizona high schools. What are the objec-

tives upon which the home-room programs of Arizona high

schools are built? What methods of organization and

activities are used to carry out these objectives? This

situation has motivated the present study of home-room

practices as they exist in the high schools of Arizona.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study is to obtain and present
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data concerning the home room as it functions in the high

schools of Arizona. The study will determine the

following phases of home-room practice.

1. Objectives of the home-room programs of
the Arizona high schools.

2. Values of the home-room program as
presented by teachers and principals
conducting the program.

3. Methods of organizing the home room for
administration of its objectives.

4. Sources of material for home-room
programs as they are carried on in the
schools.

5.	 Typical activities as carried on by
students and teachers in conducting the home-
room program.

From the data obtained, conclusions will be

delineated regarding the functioning of Arizona home-room

organizations.

Method of Procedure

The nature of the problem chosen for this study made

the use of a questionnaire imperative since it was an

impossible task to visit each of the Arizona high schools

having a home-room program.

The questionnaire was constructed as a check list

after reading the best available sources of material on

home-room practices. This check list was later divided

into two questionnaires one for the principals
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administering the program and another for the teachers

conducting the home room. A copy of each questionnaire

is given in the appendix.

The questionnaire sent to the principals was

divided into the following main headings: (1) Objectives

of the home room; (2) Values of the home room; (3) Or-

ganization and administration of the home room. The

questionnaire submitted to the teachers conducting the

program, was also sub-divided as follows: (1) Objectives

of the home room; (2) Values of the home room;

(3) Programs; (4) Teacher activities; (5) Home-room

group activities.

The collected material on home-room practices was

divided into two tain topics; home-room organization,

and home-room programs and activities. The data were

tabulated for easy reference and explanation, and from

this tabulation conclusions were drawn concerning the

existing practices in the Arizona high school home rooms.

Related Studies
5

Advisory Groups in Large High Schools : In 1927,

Long, Griggs, and Douglass conducted a survey to

determine the function of home-room groups in cities of

5. Long, F. E., Griggs, M. C., and Douglass, S. A.
"Advisory Groups in Large High Schools." The School
Review, 35:534-537, (September, 1927).
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fifty thousand population or more. This study showed that

in assigning pupils to groups a majority of the schools

used term in school, with curriculum second in importance.

Fifty-one percent transferred pupils from one group to

another, while forty-nine percent retained pupils in the

same group. In eighty-nine percent of the schools the

groups met daily, with forty-five percent of the schools

having a period of ten minutes or less. l'upils conducted

the meetings in seventy-six percent of the schools, and

thirty-three percent used parliamentary procedure. Types

of routine activities carried on in meetings were

reported as: making special announcements; reading

office bulletins; taking attendance; arranging and

supervising pupils programs; gathering data for school

office; conducting school elections; discussing special

topics of political, social, or economic nature.

The Home Room in the Administration of Secondary
6

Schools : The most comprehensive related study was

conducted by Kefauver and Scott who submitted a list of

one hundred forty-five items of procedure to high school

principals.

The time available for home-room activity was found

6. Kefauver, G. N., and Scott, R. E. "The Home Room in
the Administration of Secondary Schools." Teachers'
College Record, 31:624-641, (April, 1930).
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to vary from three hundred minutes a week to twenty

minutes a week, with a median of one hundred seventy-

three minutes. The time was generally distributed over

five days a week with periods varying from ten minutes a

day to a full hour. The median length of period was

twenty-seven minutes.

The most frequent method of distributing pupils to

the home room was by the alphabetical method, frequently

combined with the grade in school. Other methods were,

ability grouping, vocational interests, and grouping by

random selection. Students were assigned to rooms either

annually or semi-annually depending on the period of

promotion.

A committee of teachers represented the most

frequently used type of organization for developing the

home-room program. In more than half the schools,

however, the home-room teacher worked independently with

no attempt being made to assist in preparing or coordi-

nating the program to other groups.

The activities conducted in the home-room program

were classified into seven groups. This grouping divided

the activities into guidance, special home-room activi-

ties, discipline and social activities, administrative

activities, civic training, school spirit and school

activities, and methods of study.
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Kefauver and Scott found certain limitations of the

home-room program as administered in many high schools.

Among the limiting factors were: (1) Very short periods,

providing time only for routine and administrative

activities; (2) Too frequent reassignment  of students to

the home-room period, precluding the development of mutual

comradeship and understanding by students and home-room

teachers; (3) Excessive freedom permitting the home-room

teacher to carry on her own activities regardless of

correlation with other groups; (4) Lack of assistance in

carrying on the activities as the responsibility

frequently rests with the individual teacher; (5) As-

signing responsibilities to the home-room teachers that

demand more training than the teachers possess.

In the same study the authors derived certain

definite conclusions regarding the possibilities of the

home room in the administration of secondary schools.

1. "De-personalization and confusion
associated with large enrollment in many
schools calls for direct personal contact
such as is obtained in the home room.

2. "The home room is a vital unit in
administration of the school. It provides
an avenue for direct communication between
students and principal. It serves as a
clearing house for routine matters. It
furnishes a desirable unit of student
government. It is used effectively to gain
student support for school activities.

3.	 "The home-room teacher can handle many
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guidance activities. Whatever guidance that
is attempted through the home room should be
well planned in advance, and the work done
should be supervised by a worker trained in
guidance work. It is better to move slowly
and qualify teachers for these new respon-
sibilities before undertaking them.

4. "The present organization of the program
of studies often leads to failure to give
attention to certain important personal,
moral, and social problems. These problems
are frequently considered in the home-room
groups. The preparation of the teacher for
this type of activity is an important
responsibility of the supervisory personnel
and should be planned with cure.

5. "The special activities are very similar
to certain extra-curricular activities.
Since many students do not participate in
extra-curricular activities the home room
offers at least some opportunity for informal
cooperative group experiences." 7

8
Principals' Appraisal of the Home Room : In the

winter of 1937, Fred B. Dixon sent a questionnaire to the

principals of one hundred high schools to find out what

they consider the value of the home room.

In the opinion of the principals the home room made

a definite contribution to the development of the pupils.

Almost half (forty-nine and three tenths percent) felt

that the home room contributed "very much", while thirty-

four percent felt it contributed a "good deal" to pupil

. Kefauver, G. N. and Scott, R. E., op. cit., p. 641.
8. Dixon, Fred B. "Principals' Appraisal of the Home Room."

The School Review, pp. 619-622, (October, 1938).
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development.

The principals were asked to compare the contribu-

tions of the home room with the outcomes of the same

amount of time spent in class. Nearly two-thirds (sixty-

three and eight tenths percent) felt that the contribu-

tions of the home room were either "very much more" or

"a good deal more" than the outcomes of a like amount

of time spent in class.

Summary

The increase of secondary school enrollment and

growth of departmentalization have evolved the home room

as a part of high school organization. The purposes of

the home room are to develop desirable pupil-teacher

relationships, to guide the pupil, to develop desirable

ideals and habits of citizenship, and to expedite the

handling of administrative routine.

There is a difference of opinion among school

administrators concerning the organization and activities

necessary to accomplish the purposes of the home-room

program. This study is an attempt to find the practices

followed in the high schools of Arizona in conducting

home-room programs. To gain the necessary information a

questionnaire was mailed to principals administering the

program and teachers conducting the home-room period.
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The data collected from these sources will be tabulated

and explained in subsequent chapters.



CHAPTER II

HOME-ROOM ORGANIZATION IN ARIZONA HIGH SCHOOLS

The effectiveness of the home-room program is largely

dependent on the organization developed to carry out its

objectives. School administrators must build programs

feasible for that particular school situation.

"The chief consideration first, last and
always, must be, does the plan as adopted come as
nearly as is probably possible to achieving the
purposes for which the home room exists?

"Basic among these important considerations
in the development of a home-room policy are
those that concern the ideals and objectives of
the school; the organization of the school in
both its curricular and extra-curricular
programs; the extent to which the various phases
of guidance are handled in situations other than
the home room; the degree of competency of home-
room sponsorship; the relative proportion of men
and women teachers, and boys and girls; the
general caliber and permanency of the teaching
staff; the age, type, abilities, and previous
experiences of the pupils; the traditions of the
school and the community; and the amount of time
available." 1

The administrator must set up definite objectives

around which to build the structure of the program if he

has certain planned values he wishes the activities to

attain. To achieve these objectives and values care must

be used in setting the project under way. The length and

I. McKown, H. C. Home Room Guidance, p. 44.
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number of home-room periods each week, the method of

assigning pupils to the various groups, the sources of

program material available to the home room, all these

factors must be definitely coordinated with the objectives

if the home room is to be worthwhile.

In preparation for the survey of methods of home-

room organization in the high schools of Arizona a

questionnaire of structural procedures was prepared.

Information regarding the status of the home room was

requested from fifty-three high schools. Replies were

received from fifty-one, or ninety-six percent of the

schools. Sixteen of the fifty-one schools, replying to

the request for information, answered the questionnaire

on methods of home-room organization. The remaining

thirty-five schools indicated that the home room was not

a part of their school program.

Home-Room Objectives and Values

Home-Room Objectives: Six definite home-room

objectives were placed on the questionnaire sent high-

school principals. These objectives were listed to obtain

a background of reasons for organizing home-room programs.

Provision was also made for listing aims not provided in

the questionnaire. None of the school officials, however,

added objectives to the original group.

The outstanding purposes of the home room are easily
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discerned from Table I. Arizona secondary school adminis-

trators conducting the home room believe the organization

of vital importance in achieving guidance, developing

desirable pupil-teacher relationships, and simplifying

administration of the school. The frequency of mention

of these items gives credence to the belief that home

rooms fill a needed place in the organization of many high

schools.

TABLE I

OBJECTIVES OF THE HOME-ROOM ORGANIZATION

Objective	 : Frequency :

To offer pupil guidance. 14	 :

To develop desirable pupil-teacher 12	 :

relationships.

To simplify and expedite the 11	 :

administration of the school. •

To develop the individual's 10	 :

responsibility to the social group
and group responsibility to the
Individual. •

•

••

Percent

87.5

75.0

68.7

62.5

To act as a unit for student
participation in government.

To promote and develop school
athletics.

• :	 56.2•
••

6
	

•
•
	 37.5
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All six objectives were given by four principals as

a basis for home-room organization. The mention of goals

ranged downward with three schools listing only one basic

purpose for the plan. In those schools giving- one

objective as a basis for organization, two gave pupil

guidance as a goal, while the other school used the home

room solely to expedite school administration.

Values of the Home Room: Principals were asked to

check values brought about through home-room organization

in their school. They were also asked to designate the

greatest value of the program and indicate whether or not

they found the plan worthy of time and effort needed in

its operation. Table II lists values of home-room organ-

ization as well as frequency of mention for each item.

TABLE II

VALUES OF THE HOME ROOM

Values . Frequency . Percent•

Offers an opportunity for valuable :

educational guidance.	 •.
•.

Establishes desirable pupil-	 •.

teacher relationships.	 •.
•.

Provides an opportunity for prac-	 •.
tieing desirable citizenship
traits.	 :	 :

14 : 87.5
:
:

12 : 75.0
•

.
12 : 75.0
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TABLE II
(continued)

VALUES OF THE HOME ROOM

; Frequency ; Percent

•
•

:

12

11

10

10

:

:

:

:

75.0

68.7

62.4

62.4

•. 10 : 62.4
•
:
•. 10 : 62.4
-
••
. 9 56.2
•

:
•. 7 : 43.7
-.
:
: 6 : 37.5

-
: 4 : 25.0
-. :

•. :
: 4 : 25.0
-. :
: 3 : 18.7
: •

Values

Provides occupational information
that is valuable to the student.

Provides an opportunity for
developing personal qualities of
the student.

Increases administrative
efficiency.

Integrates and guides school spirit
toward a better school.

Helps pupils learn to live
together cooperatively.

Stimulates pupils to active
participation in school life.

Develops pupil consciousness of
school problems.

Allows pupils to explore and
develop new interests.

Helps pupils overcome scholastic
weakness.

Establishes better pupil attendance
by arousing pupils' interest in
school.

Develops lasting pupil friendships.

Lessens school disciplinary
problems.
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Fourteen principals checked the opportunity for

valuable educational guidance as a value achieved in

their home-room plan. Achievement of this value is

consistent with the objective marked most frequently,

offering pupil guidance. Establishment of desirable

pupil-teacher relationships was another value frequently

mentioned that likewise was consistent with a high

ranking objective.

Those items marked as being the greatest value of

each home-room organization were: desirable pupil-teacher

relationships; better pupil attendance in school;

opportunity for practicing desirable citizenship traits;

integrating and guiding school spirit toward a better

school; opportunity for valuable educational guidance;

stimulating pupils to active participation in school life;

developing a pupil consciousness of school problems;

developing better personal relationships between pupil

and teacher. Another item mentioned as being of great

value was teaching pupils to work in harmony as a unit.

The number of values marked for each home-room

organization varied widely. One school checked all the

values as desirable outcomes while two schools listed

only one value each for their home-room program. In the

last two cases the advantages were increased administra-

tive efficiency, and provision for offering occupational
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information.

When asked if the values obtained by pupils compen-

sated for time and effort needed to conduct the program,

eleven affirmative and two negative answers were

received, one considered the home room of questionable

value, and two failed to answer. A majority of principals

administering the home-room program evidently believe the

home room an asset to the organization of their school.

Home-Room Organization

Home-Room Periods: A home-room program that is

significant in the life of the school must have adequate

time provision. The number of minutes should be

sufficient to allow for realization of the objectives

around which the program is planned.

Home rooms in the high schools of Arizona show a

variation in minutes a week as well as in number of

meetings scheduled during the five-day period. Time

allowed for activities ranges from two hundred, twenty-

five minutes to twenty minutes a week. The average

number of minutes for the program is seventy-one, with

six schools showing thirty minutes a week to be the most

frequent time length allowed.

There is also a wide variation in the number of

meetings for the home-room group held each week. The
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number of meetings range from one a week in eight schools

to ten meetings each week in one school. The number of

minutes given to the program and the number of periods a

week used for home-room activities are shown in Table III.

TABLE III

MINUTES AND MEETINGS EACH WEEK

Minutes : Frequency  Meetings . Frequency

225 1 •••• 10 : 1
175 1 •••• 6 : 1
150 1 .: 5 : 1
100 1 ••.. 1 •. 8
85 1 .: •
75 •. 1 ••

• • :
60 •. 1
50 : 1 ••• •

30 .. 6 ••. .

20 •. 1

Mean - 71.3

The home-room period is used for other extra-curricu-

lar activities in seven schools, thus contributing to

administrative expediency in the extra-curricular program.

Special programs are a part of the home-room plan in ten

schools. The frequency of special programs is listed as

four a semester, seasonal, twice a month in two schools,

once a month in two schools, once a week in two schools,

and dependent on individual home-room teachers in the

remaining two home-room programs.



Thirteen principals feel that time provisions are

satisfactory for accomplishing the program, while three

principals believe the time allowed is too short for

fulfillment of the objectives planned.

Home-Room Membership: Students are distributed to

the home room in various ways. Each of the methods used

has advantages and disadvantages depending upon objectives

of the program and types of activities carried on by the

group. The school size or enrollment is also a factor in

assignment of pupils since the smaller schools may put an

entire grade in one home room.

Methods used in the secondary schools show a general

difference of opinion on the best means of pupil assign-

ment. As shown in Table IV, distribution of pupils

alphabetically by grade in school is the method used in

six schools. This plan has the advantage of easy

administration and selection of pupils, it presents a

cross section of the class, and allows a core program to

be carried on for the various school grades. The system

of second highest frequency is be entire grade in school,

this plan allows the school grade to meet as a unit in

conducting class business, studying core program

material, and is a convenient organization for student

participation in government.

The number of pupils in each home-room group is
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similar to the number enrolled in the regular curricular

classes. In thirteen schools there are between thirty-

one and forty students in each home room. Three schools

assign between twenty-one and thirty pupils to each of the

groups.

TABLE IV

METHODS OF ASSIGNING purns TO THE HOME ROOM

Method .

▪ 

Frequency•

Alphabetical by grade in school.	 6

By entire grade in one home room.	 4

Random from grade in school.	 2

Random from entire school. 	 1

By scholarship and random from grade in
school.

By sex and random from entire school. 	 1

By sex and random from grade in school.	 1

Pupils remain in the same home room throughout their

entire school career in nine of the schools. This

arrangement permits the teacher and students to become

well acquainted and gives every opportunity for developing

desirable pupil-teacher relationships. In the remaining

seven schools the pupils are assigned to the same home

room for one year only, changing each year to a new group.
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Students also follow the same frequency in the number

of years spent with the same home-room adviser. Nine

schools have the students and teachers assigned to the

same group for the pupils' sojourn in school, while seven

schools change home-room advisers each year.

Home-Room Officers: The use of officers in the home-

room group is restricted to ten of the organizations.

Officers often are used to conduct meetings ana act as

leaders of group activities. The organization within the

room depends largely on the program desired and the home

room's relation to larger units of student participation

in government.

Ten of the home-room organizations in this study

provide for a president, with a vice-president being

elected in nine of the plans. The secretary is mentioned

seven times, a treasurer five times, and a combined

secretary-treasurer is an official in three of the schools.

Other official groups in the internal organization

of the home room are the program committee with a

frequency mention of five, the welfare committee, the

social committee, and boys' and girls' athletic managers.

Source of Program Material: Material for the

programs of the home room may be derived from a number of

sources. The four origins listed in the questionnaire

were the principal's office, teacher committee, central
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pupil committee, and the individual home room.

Location of responsibility in deriving program

material for home-room activities is stated in Table V

as specified by each of the schools. The central pupil

committee was listed on the questionnaire but has been

removed from the table since no school showed its use as

an origin for home-room programs.

TABLE V

SOURCE OF PROGRAM MATEILIAL
(Percent of whole program)

School	 ! Principal's	 Teacher	 •

• 

Individual
office	 ' Committee ' home room

A	 25	 .. 75
B	 •.	 •. 100
C	 •.	 •. 100
D :	 •. :	 100
E 25	 •.	 •. 75
F	 •.	 •. :	 100
G 25	 :	 •. 75
H 25	 •. 25	 :	 50
I	 :	 •. 100
J	 .	 15	 •. 75	 :	 10
K 25	 .. :	 75
L	 •. 10	 :	 80	 •. 10
M	 •.	 •. 100
N .	 100	 •. :
O :	 100
P 	•. loo

Mean	 • 26.7	 12.8 60.6
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The principal's office has certain advantages as a

source of program material. The principal should be

competent to give wise direction and assistance, he has

an opportunity to visit home rooms and form a general

program for the use of all, and can coordinate the

program for the entire school. There is a danger, how-

ever, that the principal overburdened by administrative

duties may not find sufficient time for careful formu-

lation of program materials and poorly organized activi-

ties will result.

A teacher committee may be even more valuable than

the principal's office as a source of program materials.

The teachers are close to the real problems of the home

room, sponsors may work in a freer manner with colleagues

than superiors, and the committee can coordinate program

elements with the various rooms and grade levels.

The individual home room should be an important

element in developing its own programs. Each sponsor has

opportunities for conducting activities essential to the

success of that particular group. General supervision is

necessary, however, if a coordinated program and

constructive effort toward accomplishing the school

objectives is to be gained. Individual home-room sponsors

left entirely to their own initiative may develop programs

duplicating previous material thus unprofitable to both
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pupil and teacher.

"The primary business of principals and
teachers is to plan the situation so that there
is a favorable opportunity for pupils to plan,
select, discard, create, and, through many
experiences, guided just enough, but not too
much, learn how to live, work, play together,
and to find satisfaction and real joy in
cooperative group life." 2

"If the teacher has in the home room the
same group of pupils for the whole period of
their life in the school, and if this group,
teacher and pupils, are sufficiently creative
in their thinking, they can possibly work out
a satisfactory program for themselves. This
group, however, is one of many groups; there-
fore, there must be some plan of cooperation
with other groups of the same class and of the
whole school. In order to secure this
neeessary and helpful team work, there must be
some central group to guide home-room activi-
ties, and especially those phases that have to
do with administrative work." 3

Six of the home-room organizations have a core

program. The percent of activities that result from this

core varies from ninety percent in one school to twenty-

five percent in three of the schools. However, one plan

deviates its own program from ten to sixty percent

according to the different grade levels.

Some form of supervisory aid is furnished to advisers

in ten schools. Six make no such provision for helping

the home-room teacher administer the program.

. Fre-t-we 1, E. K. Extra-Curricu ar Activities in
Secondary Schools, p. 51.

3. Ibid., p. 52.
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Pupil Data Available to the Home-Room Teacher: The

most frequently mentioned objective of the home room was

pupil guidance. To accomplish this aim the home-room

teacher should have access to pupil data helpful in

guidance activities. The frequency of data available to

home-room teachers is given in Table VI. Principal's

aid in guidance operates by offering sponsors an

opportunity to become acquainted with the pupil through

various items of pupil information.

TABLE VI

PUPIL DATA AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE PURPOSES

Types of pupil data	 . Frequency

Pupil's scholastic record 11

Personal pupil information	 10

Pupil's mental test scores	 8

Pupil's vocational interests 	 7

Pupil's special interests 	 6

Pupil's aptitude test scores	 6

Pupil's achievement test scores

Pupil's occupational experiences 	 2

Predominant Activities in the Home Room: Activities

constituting the home-room program were divided into seven
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groupings to determine dominant factors. Principals were

asked to give the percent each group contributed as a part

of the total project.

The activities listed are those contributing to the

entire school program. These are means used for accom-

plishing objectives and attaining desired values. Com-

parison of percents given for each set of activities is

shown in Table VII.

TABLE VII

DOMINANT ACTIVITIES OF THE HOME-ROOM ORGANIZATION
(2ercent of the whole program)

Activity School :Kean
•• ABODEFGHIJK :

Guidance :25 :100:25 : :25 :50 :40 :55 :20 :20 :25 :35.0
-

School :10 :25 :	 5 :	 5 ;10 :15 :10 :20 : :	 9.1
civic : . : •. :
problems :

•

•.
••

•

:
:
: .

:
• •.

••
•.

••
• •

•
•.

Athletic : •. :	 5 : • 5 :	 5 :20 :10 :20 : : :	 5.9
•

Social : •. :10 : :15 :10 :10 :	 5 :10 :20 : :	 7.2
and rec- : : •. : : : •• •
reational: •. •. -. . •• ••

• •• • • •. • • : . : :
Study :40 : :	 5 : :10 :10 : :30 :	 5 :75 :16.0

• •

Special :10 : :40 : :15 :10 :10 :10 :10 :30 : :12.3
programs : : : •• •• : •• ••

• •
•

•• •• •• •• •• • • • • •
Adminis- : :	 5 :75 :35 :10 : :	 5 : :	 5 : :14.5
trative •• •• •

•• ••
routine : :
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Summary

The administrator must organize the home-room program

carefully if effectiveness is to be assured. To determine

the procedures of home-room organization a questionnaire

was mailed to high schools of Arizona. Information

received gives methods used in the sixteen home-room

programs in Arizona.

High-school principals checked a list of six objec-

tives as they fitted the individual organization. The

three outstanding aims were pupil guidance, improved

pupil-teacher relationship, and administrative expediency.

Justification for the home room was given by

mentioning the values achieved in each school. The values

of the program most frequently listed were: opportunity

for pupil guidance; desirable pupil-teacher relationships;

opportunity for practicing desirable citizenship traits;

ana provision for offering occupational information.

Home-room periods were found to vary in length from

twenty to two hundred twenty-five minutes a week. The

number of meetings ranged from one to ten a week.

The most popular methods of assigning pupils were by

alphabetical selection within the school grade, and by

the entire grade in school. The latter method was used

in the smaller schools for administrative convenience.

The size of the group in thirteen of the sixteen home-room
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organizations ranged from thirty-one to forty pupils.

These students remained in the same room during their

entire school career in nine schools, while seven schools

re-assigned pupils annually. Ten home-room plans provided

for the election of officers, the most prevalent official

being the president.

Program material is generally obtained in three

ways. The principal's office averaged twenty-six percent

of the material, an average of twelve percent came from a

teacher committee, and the individual home room furnished

sixty percent of its own program.

To aid in guidance functions principals offer a

variety of pupil data to the home-room sponsor. Informa-

tion furnished in a majority of the /1-ganizations consists

of pupil's scholastic record, personal pupil information,

and mental test scores.

Dominant home-room activities were obtained by

dividing all activities into seven general headings.

Guidance was the most prevalent group with a mean of

thirty-five percent, school civic problems were responsi-

ble for nine percent of the program, athletic activities

averaged six percent, social and recreational seven per-

cent, and study activities formed a basis for sixteen

percent of the program. The other two dominant croups
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were special programs, with a mean of twelve percent, and

administrative routine, with an average of fourteen

percent.



CHAPTER III

HOME-ROOM PROGRAMS AND ACTPIITIES

Ultimate success of failure of home-room programs

rests with the individual sponsor. No matter how

scientifically the program may be organized, the plan

cannot consummate its goals unless worthwhile activities

are carried on by each home-room group.

To determine the status of individual groups in the

program, a questionnaire was mailed to one hundred twenty

home-room teachers. Sixty-six sponsors replied to the

request for information. Teachers were asked to designate

objectives of their home room, values received, sources of

program material, and activities used to achieve the basic

purposes.

Objectives and Values of the Individual Home Room

Objectives: The same objectives were listed for the

home-room teacher as for the principal. The objectives

determined the purpose of activities carried on by the

home-room group in its meetings.

Teachers believe the outstanding goals of their home

rooms to be the achievement of pupil guidance, simplifying

school administration, and developing desirable pupil-
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teacher relationships. The number of times each objective

was mentioned by home-room sponsors is presented in

Table VIII. This table also gives the percent of frequency

and a comparison with the percent of each objective as

given by high-school principals.

TABLE VIII

HOME-ROOM OBJECTIVES REPORTED BY TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS

Teachers	 Principals
:	 Fre- : Per-
:	 quency : cent

:	 14 : 87.5

:	 11 : 68.7

:	 12 : 75.0

•.
:	 10 : 62.5

:
•

:	 9 : 56.2

•

:	 6 : 37.5

Objective	 : Fre-	 : Per-
: quency : cent

	To offer pupil guidance. :	 57	 : 86.3

	To simplify and expedite :	 53	 : 60.3
adftinistration of the	 •
school.

•
To develop desirable	 -. 52	 : 76.7

	pupil-teacher relation- .	 •
ships.	 •

	

'	 •.
To develop individual's 	 47	 : 71.2
responsibility to the
social group and group	 :
responsibility to the	 -. -.
individual.	 •. -.

To act as a unit for	 •. 47	 : 71.2
	student participation in :	 •.

government.	 :	 •.
•

To promote ana develop	 •. 47	 : 71.2
school athletics.

Comparison of frequency percentage ratings of

teachers and principals shows that teachers give more
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importance to the whole group of objectives than do

principals. The percentage differences of the last three

objectives is worthy of note due to much higher ratings

given by individual sponsors.

All six goals were mentioned as basic for the home

room by sixteen teachers, fifteen teachers listed five

objectives, and four aims were also given by fifteen

teachers. The range was from one to six objectives with

a median of five.

Values: Teachers were asked to check values derived

from their home room and to give the greatest value

received from the program. Establishment of desirable

pupil-teacher relationships was the most frequently marked

item, being checked by fifty sponsors. Other values with

a high frequency were increased administrative efficiency,

opportunity for educational guidance, development of

personal qualities of the student, and guiding school

spirit toward a better school. Guidance values have a low

rating compared to the high frequency of mention of

guidance as an objective. Increased administrative

efficiency is consistent as an objective and value with a

high rating in both. Table IX presents frequency of

home-room values together with a comparison of percentages

of each by principals and teachers.
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TABLE IX

HOME-ROOM VALUES REPORTED BY TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS

Establishes desirable
pupil-teacher relation-
ships.

Increases administrative
efficiency.

Opportunity for
educational guidance.

Provides an opportunity
for developing personal
qualities of student.

Integrates and guides
school spirit toward a
better school.

Helps pupils learn to
live together coopera-
tively.

Provides an opportunity
for practicing desirable
citizenship traits.

Develops pupil con-
scionsness of school
problems.

Stimulates pupils to
active participation in
school life.

Provides occupational
information of value to
the student.

Lessens school disci-
21inary problems.

Teachers Principals
:	 Fre- : Per- : Fre- : Per-
: quency : cent : quency : cent

• 50 : 75.7 : 12 : 75.0

•. ••
•.

•

•. • :

:	 46 : 69.6 : 10 : 62.4

•

•.	 46 : 69.6 : 14 ; 87.5

: •

:	 45 : 68.2 : 11 ; 68.7

: •

•
•. •.

:	 45 : 68.2 : 10 : 62.4

•. •

•. •.
:	 44 : 66.6 : 10 ; 62.4

•• •. :
-. •. •
• • •

:	 43 : 65.1 : 12 ; 75.0

: •
•. :
• : :.
•.	 42 : 63.7 : 9 : 56.2
-. :

: •. :
•. •• •. :
•.	 40 : 60.6 : 10 : 62.4

•. •. •

•
•.	 35 : 53.0 : 12 : 75.0
•
•. •

•
.

•.	 28 : 42.2 : 3 : 18.7
•

Objective
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TABLE IX
(continued)

HOME-ROOM VALUES REPORTED BY TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS

•

Objective
• Teachers Principals
:
:
Pre-
quency

:
:
Per-
cent

:
:
Fre-
quencr

:
:
Per-
cent

Allows pupil to explore
and develop new inter-
ests.

:
:

27 :
•
40.9 :

:

7 :

•

43.7

:
Helps pupils overcome
scholastic weaknesses.

20 : 30.3 : 6 : 37.5

Establishes better pupil
attendance by arousing

:
:

19 :
•.

28.8 :
•

4 : 25.0

pupil's interest in
school.

•. .

Sponsors varied widely in the number of values they

checked for their programs. The marking ranged from zero

to fourteen. Six teachers listed fourteen values and the

group median was eight. Two teachers failed to give any

value to the home room, one of these stating that the

program resulted in a negative effect on both pupil and

teacher.

Various items were checked as the greatest home-room

value. Helping pupils learn to live together cooperatively

was mentioned sixteen times. Eight teachers gave educa-

tional guidance as the greatest value. Opportunity to

develop and explore new interests was third highest as

marked by four teachers. Altogether eleven items were
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given as greatest values by individual sponsors.

Thirty-four teachers believe the home room worth

time and effort needed to carry out the program, while

thirty-two sponsors do not feel that values received

merit use of the program. Teachers must believe in the

value of the home room if maximum results are to be

obtained. No program can be really successful when one-

half of those conducting the activities feel that time

and effort are not repaid by worthwhile achievements.

Programs in the Home Room

The source of program materials has been discussed

under organization of the home room. To summarize

briefly, we find that the principal's office is respon-

sible for an average of twenty-six percent; teacher

committees, for thirteen percent; and the individual home

rooms, sixty-one percent of its own program.

Responsibility for Conducting Programs: The

responsibility for conducting programs is divided between

teacher and pupils in most of the home-room groups.

Fifty-seven sponsors designated the percent of responsi-

bility in their room. The percentage ranges from zero to

one hundred percent, the median is fifty percent, or an

equal division between pupil and teacher. The responsi-

bility is equally shared in twenty different grou i)s. In
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thirteen rooms the teacher assumes total responsibility

for conducting the program. Pupils are accountable for

all the program in only three cases. Sponsors conduct the

program seventy-five percent of the time in nine rooms,

while pupils are responsibile in five groups for seventy-

five percent of program leadership.

Home rooms should train in leadership and group

cooperation. Sharing of program responsibility undoubt-

edly can be a feature in this training. The home rooms

of Arizona high schools are accomplishing a worthy purpose

in allowing students a large measure of influence in

conducting programs of the group.

Parliamentary procedure is used for group meetings

in forty-two rooms. The amount of parliamentary procedure

ranges from ten to one hundred percent with a median of

fifty percent.

Predominant Home-Room Activities: Activities consti-

tuting the home-room program were divided into seven

groupings to determine dominant factors. Teachers were

asked to give the percent each group contributed as a part

of the program.

The activities listed are those contributing to the

entire program in each home room. These are means used

for accomplishing objectives and attaining desired values.
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Table X gives the average percent each group plays in the

program as derived from answers of fifty-seven home-room

sponsors.

TABLE X

PREDOMINANT ACTIVITIES IN THE HOYE ROOM
(Averages for each activity)

•
Activity . Percent

Guidance 21.8

Special programs 9.5

School civic problems 8.9

Athletics • 6.0

Social and recreational : 15.0

Study : 12.8

Administrative routine 25.9

Administrative routine constitutes the largest single

factor in the home-room with an average of twenty-six

percent of all program material. Routine activities are

carried on in forty-five home rooms and range from five to

one hundred percent of the program. The median for these

home rooms is twenty-five percent.

Guidance also furnishes a large amount of program

material with an average of twenty-two percent. This

factor contributes in forty-three rooms with a range of
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five to seventy-five percent and a median of twenty-five

percent.

The third most important group consists of social

and recreational activities and has an average of fifteen

percent for all rooms. Forty-one rooms carry on social

and recreational activities with a range of one to ninety

percent and a median of fifteen percent.

Study contributes an average of thirteen percent to

the home-room program. The range for twenty-five groups

having study activity is from five to ninety percent. The

median for these twenty-five groups is twenty percent.

School civic problems and special programs each

average nine percent of all activity groups. School civic

problems have a range from five to thirty-five percent and

a median of ten percent in thirty-four home-room groups.

Special programs also contribute to activities in thirty-

four rooms with a range of five to fifty percent and a

median of ten percent for these groups.

Athletics are the least important of the seven

activity classifications with an average of only six per-

cent. Athletics contribute in twenty-eight rooms. It

has a range of one to fifty percent and a median of ten

percent.

Amount of Program Determined by  Pupil Interest: A

program that is to achieve objectives and values must be
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based to some extent on pupils' immediate interests.

These interests are important to students and often of

vital concern to the whole group. Sponsors can

advantageously turn these immediate interests into

avenues of pupil guidance and group cooperation. Forty-

six sponsors use these matters of pupil concern as a part

of their program. Thirteen teachers base their entire

program on pupil interests, and twelve use these items as

a foundation for seventy-five percent of the work carried

on. The range in the forty-six groups is from ten to one

hundred percent with a median of seventy-five percent.

Pupil Data Used in Guidance: Successful guidance

programs must be based on information regarding the pupil.

The principals of the schools having home-room organiza-

tion make available a variety of pupil information. The

use of different pupil information is shown by Table XI.

This table gives the items, the frequency of use, and

percent of frequency.

Information concerning students is used in fifty-two

home rooms. Fourteen sponsors made no attempt to employ

available knowledge of the student. Five sponsors apply

all eight items. In those rooms using the data the

median number of pupil items 'used is four.
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TABLE XI

PUPIL DATA USED IN GUIDANCE

Pupil Data
•
• Frequency

Pupil's scholastic record 46

Personal pupil information • 37

Pupil's special interests • 37

Pupil's vocational interests 36

Pupil's mental test scores • 26

Pupil's achievement test scores 21

Pupil's occupational experiences 16
•

:Pupil's aptitude test scores 15

Opportunity of Advisers to Know Pupil: A purpose of

the home room is to have each pupil known intimately by

one teacher in the system. Administrators believe that

desirable pupil-teacher relationships are best achieved

through this intimate knowledge. Sponsors of home rooms

in Arizona high schools have a desirable amount of

information concerning the members of their groups.

Twenty-nine sponsors reported they know the members of the

home room intimately, thirty-two teachers know pupils

fairly well, and only four teachers know very little about

their students.

Training of Sponsors: Home-room sponsors as a group
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have comparatively little training in home-room aims and

procedures. Twenty-one teachers have received training

through college courses pertaining to the home room, while

thirty-two sponsors are given training in the school.

Thirty-one teachers or forty-seven percent of the group

have no training either collegiate or in-service as a

means of aiding them to develop worthwhile home-room

programs.

Home-Room Activities

Home-room activities were classified under eight

headings as a basis for determining some of the program

material used in the different groups. Thirty-two

typical items were selected from a detailed list and

teachers asked to check those items contributing to their

program. Whenever possible sponsors were also asked to

indicate the place of each activity in the total program

of the home room.

Administrative Activities: The home room is a

convenient and effective administrative unit in the

school, since all pupils can be reached without disturbing

regular classwork. In the home room, provision is easily

made for such administrative routine as ticket sales,

checking excuses and attendance, subscription drives, and

collecting pupil information. Home rooms in three Arizona

high schools are completely dominated by administrative
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activities to the exclusion of all other phases of the

home-room program.

"The aim is not simply to have the adminis-
trative routine business of the school more
economically and efficiently performed in the
home room, but to have both teachers and pupils
share in the administrative work as one means of
educating themselves. To share in the adminis-
tration can enable both teachers and pupils to
understand and possibly to improve administra-
tive methods and, in this striving, to develop
knowledge of necessary procedures, intelligent
attitudes, and helpful habits of doing team
work." 1

Typical administrative routine activities or home

rooms in Arizona high schools are presented in Table XII.

This table gives the activity, average number of periods

a year or minutes each day, and the range of teachers'

replies for each item.

Guidance Activities: The home-room organization in

thirteen schools provides for performance of guidance

functions by home-room teachers. These teachers have an

opportunity for performing special guidance activities in

their programs and in addition may supplement guidance

carried on by specialized workers and regular classwork.

Principals must, however, exercise care in assigning the

sponsor's guidance activities that are within their

ability and training, or confusion will result.

Teacher-pupil conferences on questions of interest to

1. Fretwea, E. K., op. ciETT7-71.
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the pupil are an activity in forty-one home rooms. These

sponsors have a median of two conferences a year with each

student in the group. The median length of the conference

is ten minutes, and ranges from two minutes upward to

thirty-five minutes. Thirty-one teachers have informal

talks with pupils on personal problems. The median number

of these talks with all pupils is two a week.

TABLE XII

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES OF THE HOT,OE ROOM

Activity
: Median

: Frequency : number
: of periods

Conduct ticket sales, subscrip-	 56

tion drives, etc.

Collect pupil data for office	 44	 4

Distribute report cards	 :	 44	 •. 6

Study and read administrative	 :	 37	 :	 5

regulations
:	

.
•

Rate pupil's character	 •. 25	 •. 2 
Median

. : minutes
a day 

:	 .

Check attendance of pupils	 •. 50	 •. 2.7

Read announcements	 •. 50	 .• 5

.	 .

Check excuses of pupils	 •. 31	 2

5
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Twenty-two teachers visit homes of their home-room

pupils in an attempt to gain an understanding of home

environment as an aid in guiding the pupil. Four sponsors

visit each home once a year while others Fo to pupils'

homes as the need arises.

Discussion of vocational opportunities and occupa-

tional information is an activity of forty groups.

Teachers present the information in twenty-six programs,

ranging from one to ten periods with a median of five.

Fupils are responsible for material in twenty-two home

rooms, the number of periods ranges from one to twenty

with a median of five periods. Outside speakers present

information to only thirteen groups. The median number

of periods is three and the total in each program ranges

from two periods to five periods.

Teachers designated other guidance activities as a

contributory factor in their home - room programs. These

activities are presented in Table MI the median number

of periods and range of periods for each item are given

in the table.

Special Programs: Preparation and presenting

assembly programs is an activity of seventeen home-room

groups. The median time spent in this activity is three

periods. Programs for special days occupy a median of

four periods a year and are presented in twenty-five
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groups. Nineteen home rooms promote and compete in non-

athletic intra-mural contests. These activities consuiqe

a median of five periods and the range varies from two to

twenty-five periods. Preparation and prohlotion is part

of the regular program but competition is conducted out of

school hours.

TABLE XIII

GUIDANCE ACTIVITIES IN HOME ROOMS

Activity
:

:	 Frequency :
:

Median
number of
periods

Help students select courses 45

Register students 42 2

Hold personal conferences with
pupils

41

Discuss vocational opportunities 40
By teacher 24 5
By pupil 20 5
By outside speakers 13 3

Discuss courses offered by school : 37 2

Study purposes of the home room 33 2

Recommend changes in pupils ,

coarse of study
30

Help pupils make self-analysis
ratings

16 2

Individual study of occupations
by pupils

10 3
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School-Civic Problems: The small home-room groups

offer opportunity for training in citizenship and under-

standing of civic problems of the schools. Election of

student officers and discussion of student body policies

in home rooms bring student administration closer to

individual pupils. Training in safety can be a home-room

project without interfering with regular classwork. study

of current events can supplement ordinary school subjects

if no provision is made for using current history in class

subject matter. Frequency of school civic activities, the

median number of periods, and the range of periods is

presented in Table XIV.

TABLE XIV

SCHOOL CIVIC ACTIVITIES IN THE HOME ROOM

Activity
•
: Frequency

:
:
:

Median
number of
periods

Discuss civic problems of the : 43 •. 4

school •. •

Elect student-body officers :
..

42
•.

2

Discuss policies of student
government

: 36 5

Program in safety training : 29 4

Discuss current events : 27 5
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Promoting Intra-Mural Athletics: Intra-mural ath-

letics are promoted and organized in forty-three home

rooms. The number of periods used for this activity

ranges from one to seventy-two, with a median of five.

Home-room groups are administratively feasible for intra-

mural organization. The actual competition, however, is

entirely outside regular class hours.

Social and Recreational Activities: The nature of

activities performed in home-room programs, by means of

group cooperation, tend to develop desirable social

relationships on the part of participating students.

Twenty-two groups attempt definite training in this field.

The amount of training varies widely, two teachers report

that only one period is used in this manner, while

sponsors of four groups utilize every meeting as an

opportunity for developing pupils' social relationships.

A median of five periods was reported for the twenty-two

groups listing the activity.

Preparing students for worthwhile use of leisure time

is part of the program in twenty-six home rooms. Increased

leisure has offered home rooms an opportunity for con-

structive development of recreational activities. Sponsors

reported a median of five periods for training in this

field, and the total number of periods varied from one to

thirty for the year.

pupil Discipline: Sponsors of thirty-eight home
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rooms are required to discipline pupils. Teachers care

for a median of five disciplinary cases each year in the

home-room group. The total number of cases ranges from

one to twenty-five for each sponsor. Where home-room

teachers are given definite guidance duties to perform,

the wisdom of having them mete out punishment to pupils

is doubtful.

Study Activities: Sponsors of twenty-six groups

attempt to improve pupils' study habits thro ,igh home-room

activities. Pupils receive individual aid as a means of

overcoming learning weaknesses in twenty rooms, while

classwork in methods of study is a part of the program in

fifteen groups. Only eight teachers assist pupils in

making up regular classwork during the home-room period.

Summary

Information regarding the individual home room was

obtained from questionnaires returned by sixty-six

teachers. These sponsors reported the objectives and

values of their home rooms, programs and program materials,

and typical activities of their group.

The most prevalent objectives are pupil guidance,

simplifying school administration, and developing desir-

able pupil-teacher relationships. Teachers marked the

most frequent values achieved as establishing desirable

pupil-teacher relationships, increased administrative



efficiency, and opportunity for educational guidance.

Thirty-four of the sixty-six sponsors believe the home

room worth time and effort expended on the program.

Teachers and pupils divide responsibility for con-

ducting programs and use parliamentary procedure in forty-

two rooms. Dominant activities of the program are admin-

istrative routine with an average of twenty-six percent

of all program material and guidance with an average of

twenty-two percent. Pupil interests are a basis for

program material in forty-six groups with a median of

seventy-five percent. Pupil data are used by teachers of

fifty-two groups as an aid in performance of guidance

activities.

Home-room activities were divided into eight classi-

fications and teachers asked to check the activities

performed and the amount of time given to their perform-

ance. The most common activities stressed in home-room

programs are; conducting sales and drives, reading

announcements, checking attendance, helping pupils select

courses, collection of pupil data, and distribution of

report cards.
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SUT,YARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The material in the present chapter consists of a

summary of home-room practices in Arizona high schools.

Conclusions are derived from data reported by principals

and teachers conducting the program.

In Chapter I the purpose of the study was defined as

determining the following phases of home-room practice.

1. Objectives of the home-room programs of
the Arizona high schools.

2. Values of the home-room program as
presented by teachers and principals
conducting the program.

3. Methods of organizing the home room for
administration of its objectives.

4. Sources of material for home-room
programs as they are carried on in the
schools.

5.	 Typical activities as carried on by
students and teachers in conducting the home-
room program.

From the data collected, conclusions regarding the

functioning of Arizona home-room organizations, were to

be drawn.

Summary

The information concerning home-room practices was

furnished by sixteen high-school principals and sixty-six
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home-room sponsors. These individuals each checked a

questionnaire as a method of reporting data on the

particular home-room organization. A summary of this

information appears on the succeeding pages.

I. Home-Room Organization in Arizona High Schools

A. Home-room objectives

1. To offer pupil guidance was mentioned by
fourteen, or 87.51o, of the princi-
pals and fifty-seven, or 86.30, of
the teachers.

2. To develop desirable pupil-teacher rela-
tionships was reported by twelve,
or 750, of the principals and fifty-
two, or 78.70, of the teachers.

3. To simplify and expedite school administra-
tion was listed by eleven, or 68.70,
of the administrators and fifty-
three, or 8O.30, of the sponsors.

4. To develop the individual's responsibility
to the social group and group
responsibility to the individual was
reported by ten, or 62.50, of the
principals and forty-seven, or
71.20, of the teachers.

5. To act as a unit for student participation
in government had a frequency men-
tion of nine, or 56.20, of the
principals and forty-seven, or
71.2%, , of the teachers.

6. To promote and develop school athletics was
reported by six, or 3 .7:5ch, of the
principals and forty-seven, or
71.20A, of the sponsors.



B. Values of the home room

1. Offering educational guidance is a value
reported by fourteen, or 87.50, of
the principals and by forty-six, or
69.60, of the teachers.

2. Establishment of desirable pupil-teacher
relationships was mentioned by
twelve, or 750, of the principals and
fifty, or 75.70, of the sponsors.

3. Provision for practicing desirable citizen-
ship traits was listed by twelve, or
750, of the principals and by forty-
three, or 65.10, of th .e teachers.

4. Providing occupational information valuable
to the student was a value specified
by twelve, or 750, of the principals
and by thirty-five, or 530, of the
sponsors.

5. Provision for developing personal qualities of
the student was reported by eleven,
or 68.70, of the principals and
forty-five, or 68.20, of the
teachers.

6. Increases administrative efficiency was
listed by ten, or 62.40, of the prin-
cipals and forty-six, or 69.60, of
the teachers.

7. Integrating and guiding school spirit toward
a better school was a value given by
ten, or 62.40, of the principals and
forty-five, or 68.20, of the sponsors.

8. Helping pupils live together cooperatively
was reported by ten, or 62.40, of
the principals and by forty-four, or
66.60, of the teachers.

9. Stimulating pupils to active participation
In school life was mentioned by ten,
or 62.40, of the principals and
forty, or 60.60, of the teachers.
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10. Developing pupil consciousness of school
problems was reported by nine, or
56.2%0, of the principals and forty-
two, or 63.70, of the sponsors.

11. Opportunity for pupils to explore and
develop new interests was listed by
seven, or 43.70, of the principals
and twenty-seven, or 40.9%0, of the
teachers.

12. Helping pupils overcome scholastic weakness
was reported by six, or 37.50, of the
principals and twenty, or 30.3%0, of
the teachers.

13. Establishing better pupil attendance by
arousing pupils' interest in school
was mentioned by four, or 25% , of the
principals and by nineteen, or 28.8%0,
of the sponsors.

14. Lessening of school disciplinary problems was
a value checked by three, or 18.70,
of the principals and by twenty-eight,
or 42.2%0, of the teachers.

15. Eleven principals and thirty-four teachers
believe the home room worthwhile.

16. Two principals and thirty-two teachers do not
believe values received from the home
room compensate for time and effort
required.

C. Home-room periods

1. Number of minutes each week for the home room

a. Six schools reported thirty minutes a
week.

b. The following number of minutes were
each reported by one school;
two hundred twenty-five, one
hundred seventy-five, one
hundred fifty, one hundred,
eighty-five, seventy-five,
sixty, fifty, and twenty
minutes.
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c. The mean number of minutes for all home
rooms is seventy-one a week.

d. Thirteen principals feel time provisions
are adequate.

2. Number of meetings a week

a. Eight schools have one meeting a week.

b. One school has five meetings, one has
six meetings, and one has ten
meetings a week.

D. Home-room membership

1. Methods of assigning pupils to the home room

a. Six schools assign pupils alphabetically
from within the grade in school.

b. Four schools assign an entire grade to
one room.

c. Two schools assign pupils at random from
the grade.

L One school assigns pupils random from
the entire school.

e. One school uses a method combining
scholarship and random selection
from the grade.

f. One school assigns pupils by sex and
random selection from the school.

g. One school combines six and random
selection from the grade as a
method of assignment.

2. Number of pupils in the home-room group

a. There are between thirty- one and forty
pupils assigned to each group in
thirteen schools.

b. Three schools assign between twenty-one
and thirty pupils to each home
room.
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3. Length of time pupils remain in the same home
room and with the same teacher

a. Pupils remain in the same home room
during their entire school
career in nine schools.

b. Pupils are assigned to home room for one
year in seven schools.

c. Nine schools have teachers remain with
pupils for the student's school
career.

d. Teachers remain with group for one year
in seven schools.

4. Home-room officers

a. Home rooms have officers in ten schools.

b. Ten organizations elect a president.

c. Nine schools have vice-presidents.

d. Secretaries are chosen in seven home
room plans.

e. Treasurers are elected in five schools.

f. A combined secretary and treasurer is
elected in three schools.

g. Program committees are chosen in five
schools.

h. The welfare committee, social committee,
and athletic managers are each
chosen in one school.

E. Source of program material for home rooms

1. Principals' offices furnish a mean of twenty-
seven percent of all -program material.

2. Teacher committees furnish a mean of thirteen
percent of program material.

3. The individual home rooms furnish a mean of
sixty percent of the program material.
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4. Six home-room organizations have core
material as a part of the program of
activities.

F. Supervision of the program

1. Home rooms are supervised in ten schoOls.

2. Six schools make no provision for supervision.

C. Pupil data available to the home-room teacher for
guidance purposes

1. Pupils' scholastic records are available in
eleven schools and are used by forty-
eight teachers.

2. Personal pupil information is available in
ten schools and is used by thirty-
seven teachers.

Z. Pupils' mental test scores are furnished in
eight schools and used by twenty-six
sponsors.

4. Pupils' vocational interests are available in
seven schools and are utilized by
thirty-six teachers.

5. Pupils' special interests are available in
six schools and are used by thirty-
seven teachers.

6. Pupils' aptitude test scores are furnished in
six schools and employed by fifteen
teachers for guidance purposes.

7. Pupils' achievement test scores are available
in six schools and are utilized by
twenty-one sponsors.

8. Record of pupils' occupational experiences
are available in two schools and are
used by sixteen teachers.

IL Home-Room Programs and Activities

A. Responsibility for conducting the program

1. The median percent of responsibility for
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conducting programs is fifty percent
for teachers and fifty percent for
pupils. Teachers and pupils share
equally in twenty groups.

2. The teacher assumes total reponsibility in
thirteen rooms, and pupils are
totally responsible in three rooms.

3. Sponsors conduct seventy-five percent of the
program in nine rooms, while pupils
conduct seventy-five percent of the
program in five rooms.

4. Parliamentary procedure is used for meetings
in forty-two rooms. The median
amount of parliamentary procedure
used is fifty percent.

B. Predominant home-room activities figured in terms
of averages of the total program

1. Administrative routine averages twenty-six
percent of the total program and is a
feature of forty-five groups.

2. Guidance activities average twenty-two per-
cent of the program and contribute to
forty-three rooms.

3. Social and recreational activities contribute
to programs in forty-one groups and
average fifteen percent of the total
program.

4. Study contributes an average of thirteen per-
cent to the program and is part of
the program in twenty-five groups.

5. School-civic problems average nine percent of
the program and contribute to thirty-
four home rooms.

6. Special programs average nine percent of the
program and contribute in thirty-four
groups.

7. Athletic activities average only six percent
of the program and contribute to
twenty-eight rooms.
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C. Amount of program determined by pupil interests

1. Forty-six sponsors use pupil interests as a
part of their program.

2. Thirteen teachers base their entire program
on pupil interests and the median
for all forty-six groups is seventy-
five percent.

D. Opportunity of advisers to know pupil

1. Twenty-nine sponsors know pupils intimately.

2. Thirty-two teachers know pupils fairly well.

3. Four teachers know very little about pupils.

E. Training of home-room sponsors

1. Twenty-one sponsors have college training in
home-room practices.

P. Thirty-two sponsors have received in-service
training.

3. Thirty-one sponsors have no training in the
home-room field either collegiate or
in the school.

F. Home-room activities

1. Administrative activities

a. Ticket sales, subscription drives, and
other activities of this type
are part of the program of
fifty-six groups and consume a
median of five periods a year.

b. Sponsors collect pupil data for the
office in forty-four rooms,
using a median of four periods
a year for this purpose.

c. Report cards are distributed by sponsors
of forty-four groups, a median
of six times a year.

d. Thirty-seven home rooms use a median of
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five periods each year for study
of administrative regulations.

e. Twenty-five teachers rate pupil's
character using a median of two
periods a year for this purpose.

f. Fifty sponsors check attendance of
pupils and use a median of three
minutes each period for this
purpose.

g. Announcements are read by fifty teachers
for a median of five minutes
each period.

h. Pupil excuses are checked by thirty-
one sponsors utilizing a median
of two minutes a period.

2. Guidance activities

a. Teachers hold conferences with pupils in
forty-one rooms. The median
number of these conferences is
two for each pupil. The median
length of the conference is ten
minutes.

b. Thirty-one teachers have informal talks
with pupils on personal problems
with a median of two a week.

c. Twenty-two sponsors visit homes of their
home-room pupils. Four sponsors
visit each home, while the
others go as the need arises.

d. Discussion of vocational opportunities
and occupational information is
an activity of forty home rooms.

1) Teachers present information in
twenty-six rooms for a
median of five periods.

2) Pupils are responsible for material
in twenty-two home rooms
and use a median of five
periods.
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3) Outside speakers present informa-
tion in thirteen rooms and
use a median of three
periods.

e. Teachers help students select courses in
forty-five rooms using a median
of five periods yearly for this
activity.

f. Sponsors register students in forty-two
rooms utilizing a median of two
periods.

g. Thirty-seven groups discuss courses
offered by the school using a
median of two periods for this
purpose.

h. The purposes of the home room are
studied by thirty-three groups
for a median of two periods
yearly.

i. Thirty sponsors recommend changes in
pupils course of study as the
need arises.

j. Pupils make self-analysis ratings in
sixteen rooms using a median of
two periods for this purpose.

k. Pupils use a median of three periods for
making individual studies of
occupations. This activity is
part of the program in ten rooms.

3. Special programs

a. Pupils in seventeen groups spend a
median of three periods pre-
paring assembly programs.

b. Programs for special days occupy a
median of four periods and are
an activity of twenty-five
groups.

c. Nineteen home rooms promote and compete
In non-athletic infra-mural
competition. A median of five
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periods is employed in this
activity. Competition is out-
side the home-room period.

4. School civic problems

a. Iupils discuss civic problems of the
school in forty-three home rooms
and use a median of four periods
for this purpose.

b. Election of student-body officers is an
activity of forty-two groups. A
median of two periods is used for
this activity.

c. Thirty-six groups discuss policies of the
student government and use a
median of five periods for this
activity.

d. A program of training in safety is con-
ducted in twenty-nine home rooms.
A median of four periods a year
is used for this program.

e. A median of five periods is used for
discussion of current events as
an activity of twenty-seven home
rooms.

5. Intra-mural athletics

a. Intra-mural athletics are promoted and
organized in forty-three home
rooms. A median of five periods
is used for this activity.

b. Actual competition is conducted outside
of the home-room period.

6. Social and recreational activities

a. Twenty-two groups attempt definite
training in social relationships
utilizing a median of five
periods. Sponsors of four rooms
consider every period as contrib-
uting to training in this field.
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b. Preparing students for worthwhile use of
leisure time is an activity of
twenty-six home rooms. A median
of five periods is used for
training in leisure activities.

7. Pupil discipline is a responsibility of
thirty-eight sponsors. Teachers
handle a median of five disciplinary
cases a year.

8. Study activities

a. Twenty-six sponsors make a definite
attempt to improve pupils' study
habits.

1) Twenty sponsors work with the
individual student.

2) Fifteen sponsors hold classwork in
methods of study.

Conclusions

Certain conclusions may be drawn from information

submitted by principals and teachers engaged in directing

home-room programs. These following conclusions are

derived from data presented in Chapters II and III of this

thesis.

1. Home-room programs in Arizona high schools
are built upon definite objectives. The most
common goals are; to offer pupil guidance, to
develop desirable pupil-teacher relationships,
and to simplify and expedite school administration.

2. The most frequent home-room values listed
are; establishing desirable pupil-teacher relation-
ships, offering educational guidance, and in-
creased administrative efficiency.

3.	 Almost one-half of the teachers do not believe
the home room worthy of time and effort needed to
conduct the program successfully.
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4. The number of minutes provided for home-room
programs is not adequate in some schools for
achieving the objectives of the program.

5. Home-room membership is primarily based on
the pupil's grade in school.

6. Home-room enrollment is small enough to
permit effective programs.

7. Pupils remain in the same group and with the
same sponsors a desirable length of time.

8. The individual home room and pupils' interests
within the room furnish the largest source of
program material.

9. Homerooms are not adequately supervised nor
are teachers sufficiently trained for best results
in achieving home-room goals.

	10.	 Teachers do not make sufficient use of pupil
data supplied them for guidance purposes.

Sponsors ana pupils share the responsibility
for conducting meetings and use parliamentary
procedure as the general method for managing
programs.

	12.	 The dominance of administrative and guidance
activities in home-room programs substantiates the
importance given these objectives as fundamental
to home-room organization.
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APDENDIX

Yuma, Arizona
March 17, 1939

Dear Sir:

In order to obtain information relative to home-room
organization and values I am corresponding directly with
Arizona high school administrators. I feel the adminis-
trators actually conducting the program in their schools
furnish the most reliable source of material. The infor-
mation I receive from you will be valuable in that your
methods have been tested in actual practice.

To gather this description of your home-room objec-
tives, values, and methods of organization, I have prepared
the enclosed questionnaire. For your convenience this
questionnaire can be answered in the most part by simply
checking or not checking each statement.

If you do not have a home-room program in your school
simply indicate on the margin and return the questionnaire
to me. A self-addressed, stamped envelope is enclosed for
returning the information.

I wish to thank you for your cooperation in furnishing
me with this description of your home-room practices and
will be glad to mail you a summary of collected material.

Very truly yours,
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PRIYCIPALS QUESTIOTTAIRE OH THE HOYE ROOM

Objectives of the Home Room
Check the statements that are related to your home-
room situation.

1. To develop desirable pupil-teacher relationships.
2. To offer pupil guidance.
3. To develop individual's responsibility to the

social group and group responsibility to the
individual.

4. To simplify and expedite the administration of the
school.

5. To act as a unit for student participation in
government.

6. To promote and develop school athletics.
7. If the objective of your home room is not listed

please give it in the following space.

Values of the Home Room
Check as above.

1. Provides an opportunity for developing personal
qualities of the student.

2. Establishes desirable pupil-teacher relationships.
3. Establishes better pupil attendance by arousing

pupil's interest in school.
4. Provides an opportunity for practicing desirable

citizenship traits.
5. Increases administrative efficiency.
6. Integrates and guides school spirit toward a better

school.
7. Helps pupils overcome scholastic weaknesses.

— S. Provides occupational information that is of value
to the pupil.

9. Offers an opportunity for valuable educational
guidance.

10. Helps pupils learn to live together cooperatively.
---11. Stimulates the pupils to active participation in

school life.
12. Allows the pupil to explore and develop new

interests.
13. Lessens school disciplinary problems.
14. Develops -a pupil consciousness of school problems.

—15. Develops lasting pupil friendships.
—16. Develops better personal relationships between pupil

and teacher.
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17. The values received by the pupils from tire home
room compensate for the time and effort needed to
conduct the program.

18. What is the greatest value received by your group
from the home room?

Organization and Administration
Check or write in the answers in the blank provided.

1. How long are the meetings:
10 minutes or less	 21 - 30 minutes
11 - 20 minutes	 31 minutes or more

2. How many times a day do you meet	 . Time of day--- .
3. Is home-room period used as a club or activity

period
4. Do you have special programs	 . How frequently 	
0. Is the period too short or too long for

effectiveness 	
6. Number of pupils in your home-room group:

20 or less	 41 - 50
21 - 30	 51 or more ---
31 - 40

7. Row many years or semesters are pupils in the same
home room 	

8. How many years or semesters with same teacher 	
9. Method used in assigning pupils to the home room:

Mental age
Scholarship
Curriculum =owed by the pupil
Special interests of the pupil
Sex of the pupil
Elementary school from which pupil graduated
First period classes
Alphabetical by grade in school
Random from grade
Random from entire school
If a combination of above TF—used check the various
parts. Give any other method that is used.

10. Home-room officers:
President
Vice-president
Secretary
Treasurer ---
Program coliattee
Scholarship committee
Attendance committee ---
Welfare committee
Housekeeping committee
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Publicity committee
Social committee
Give any other standing committees.

11. Do home-room activities follow a coarse of study for
home rooms 	 . If so who is responsible for program
material? Give percent from each.

Principal's office 	
Teacher committee 	 ()»
Central pupil committee 	
Individual home rooms 	

12. How much of your program is based on a core
program 	

13. Do you have supervisory aid from the office in your
program 	

14. What pupil data are available for guidance in the
home room:

Personal pupil information 	
Scholastic record 	
Vocational interests 	
Special interests
Mental tests 	
Aptitude tests
Achievement tesTE---
Occupational experiences 	

15. What activities predominate in your home-room program?
Give percent that each contributes to your program:

Guidance 	
Special programs
School civic problems 	
Athletic 	
Social and recreational 	
Study
Administrative routine 	
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Yuma, Arizona
April 5, 1939

Dear Sir:

In order to obtain information relative to home-room
programs and activities I am corresponding directly with
Arizona high school teachers. I feel the instructors
actually conducting the program in their schools furnish
the most reliable source of material. The information I
receive from you will be valuable in that your methods
have been tested in actual practice.

To gather this description of your home-room values,
programs, and activities, I have prepared the enclosed
questionnaire. For your convenience this questionnaire
can be answered in the most part by simply checking the
statement and designating the amount of time spent on the
activity.

A self-addressed, stamped envelope is enclosed for
returning the information.

I wish to thank you for your cooperation in furnishing
me with this description of your home-room practices and
will be glad to mail you a summary of collected material.

Very truly yours,
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TEACHERS' QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE HOYE ROOM

Objectives of the Home Room
Check the statements that are related to your
home-room situation.

1. To develop desirable pupil-teacher relationships.
P. To offer pupil guidance.
3. To develop individual's responsibility to the

social group and group responsibility to the
individual.

4. To simplify and expedite the administration of the
school.

5. To act as a unit for student participation in
government.

6. To promote and develop school athletics.
7. If the objective of your home room is not listed

please give it in the following space.

Values of the Home Room
Check as above.

1. Provides an opportunity for developing personal
qualities of the student.

2. Establishes desirable pupil-teacher relationships.
3. Establishes better pupil attendance by arousing

pupil's interest in school.
4. Provides an opportunity for practicing desirable

citizenship traits.
5. Increases administrative efficiency.
6. Integrates and guides school spirit toward a better

school.
7. Helps pupils overcome scholastic weaknesses.
8. Provides occupational information that is of value

to the pupil.
9. Offers an opportunity for valuable educational

guidance.
10. Helps pupils learn to live together cooperatively.

---11. Stimulates the pupils to active participation in
school life.

12. Allows the pupil to explore and develop new
interests.

13. Lessens school disciplinary problems.
---14. Develops a pupil consciousness of school problems.
---15. The values received by the pupils from the home

room compensate for the time and effort needed to
conduct the program.

3,5 5 0 7
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16. what is the greatest value received by your group from
the home room?

Programs
Check or write in the answers in the blank provided.

1. Do home-room activities follow a coarse of study for
home rooms 	 . If so, who is responsible for
program material? Give percent from each source.

Principal's office 	
Teacher committee 	 cr,
Central pupil committee 	
Individual home rooms 	

2. Responsibility for conducting programs. Teacher 	 6

Pupils 	
3. How much of your program is based on a core

program 	
4. How much of your period is used for study of regular

classwork 	
5. Do you have supervisory aid from the office in your

program	 0
6. How much of your program is determined by immediate

pupil interests 	
7. Is parliamentary procedure used in conducting

discussions
8. What pupil data 	 available for guidance in the home

room:
Personal pupil information
Scholastic record
Vocational interests
Special interests
Mental tests
Aptitude tests 	
Achievement tests
Occupational experiences 	

S. How much of the program is routine work such as:
checking attendance, office announcements, and ticket
sales 	

10. Does your program present an opportunity to know your
home-room pupils: Intimately 	 , fairly well
very little

11. What activities
_ 
predominate in your home-room program?

Give percent that each contributes to your program:
Guidance 	
Special programs 	
School civic problems 	
Athletic 	 0
Social and recreational
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Administrative routine 	
Study 	 rA

12. Have you had special training in home-room aims and
procedure	 . In service 	 . Specific courses

(years)
for home-room teachers 	 .

(sein, hours)

Activities
Check the activities in your program and give the
approximate number of home-room periods a year, or
minutes a period you spend on each item checked.

Teacher Activities
1. Discipline pupils 	 . Approximate number of cases

a year 	
2. Check attendance of pupils 	 . Minutes of period

required 	
3. Read announcements from office 	 . Minutes of

period 	
4. Visit homes of home-room pupils 	 . Number of

visits to each home a year 	
5. Distribute report cards 	  How often 	
6. Check excuses for pupil absence 	 . Minutes of

period 	
7. Collect pupil data for office	 . -.Number of

periods 	
8. Personal conferences with individual pupils 	

Number of conferences per pupil 	 . Average length
of conference 	 . Average number of informal talks
with pupils on personal problems per week 	

9. Help pupils in selecting courses in school 	
Number of periods 	

10. Assist pupils in making up work 	 . Minutes used in
period

11. Register
_ 
students 	 . How often 	 . Number of

periods 	
12. Give mental and achievement tests 	 , Number of

periods. 	
13. Recommend changes in pupil's course of study 	
14. Improve pupil's study habits 	 . With individual

student 	 , by classwork in methods of study 	
Number of periods in classwork 	

15. Rate pupil's character and citizenship traits 	
How often

Home-Room Group Activities
1. Election of student body officers

periods
. Number of
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. Conduct ticket sales, subscription and charity drives,
etc. 	 . Number of periods 	 .

3. Promoting intra-mural athletics 	 . Number of
home-room periods devoted to promotion, organization,
and competition 	 . Is competition conducted
during home-room period 	 , out of class 	 .

4. Promoting non-athletic intra-mural competition 	
Number of home-room periods spent in promotion,
organization, and competition 	 . Is competition
conducted during home-room period 	 , out of
period 	 .

5. Discussion of purposes of the home room 	 . Number
of periods 	 .

6. Study school administrative regulations 	 . Number
of periods 	 .

7. Prepare assembly programs 	 . Number of
periods	 .

S. Discuss current events 	 . Number of periods 	 .

9. Conduct programs for special days 	 . Number of
periods 	 .

10. Discuss civic problems of school 	 . Number of
periods 	 .

11. Present and discuss vocational opportunities 	 .
Number of periods by teacher 	 , by pupils 	
by outside speakers 	 .

12. Discuss courses offered by school 	 . Number of

periods 	 .	 .
13. Individual study of occupations by pupils 	

Number of periods	 .
14. Pupils make self-analysis ratings 	 . Number of

periods	 .
15. Training—TT:1s in social relationships with each

other	 . Number of periods 	 .

16. Program in safety education 	 . Number of
periods ______

17. Develop worthwhile leisure activities for pupils 	 .

Number of periods in school 	 . Number of hours out

of school 	 .
18. Discuss policies of student government 	 . Number

of periods	 .


